
COMPLEMENTARY SURFACES FOR A VECTOR FIELD

T. K. PAN

1. Introduction. Let d be a vector field in a surface in an ordinary

space. The author defined the curve of v and the asymptotic line of v

and proved that, at a point on a nondevelopable surface, they are

curves along each of which the straight lines on v form generators of

a developable surface [2]. Corresponding to each family of these

curves, there is one family of developable surfaces. They are called

developable surfaces of v. The family of developable surfaces of v,

which are formed by straight lines on v along the curves of v on a sur-

face, evidently has the surface itself as locus of edges of regression. In

this paper, the locus of edges of regression of the other family of de-

velopable surfaces of v is investigated. Unless otherwise indicated,

by a family of developable surfaces of v is always meant this second

family of developable surfaces, that is, the family of developable

surfaces formed by straight lines on v along the asymptotic lines of

v. Orthocenter of associate curvature of v is defined to include as a spe-

cial case the center of geodesic curvature of an orthogonal trajectory

of a geodesic family. Complementary surfaces for a geodesic family

according to Bianchi are generalized into complementary surfaces for a

vector field. Properties of these complementary surfaces and related

curves are studied.

The notation of Eisenhart [l ] will be used for the most part except

that Yap-y is used for the Christoffel symbol of the second kind.

2. Orthocenter of associate curvature. Let S: xi=xi(u1, u2),

i=l, 2, 3, be a real proper analytic surface in an ordinary space with

reference to a rectangular cartesian coordinate system. Unless ex-

plicitly stated, by a surface is always meant a nondevelopable surface.

Associate to each point of S an arbitrary but fixed unit vector »*

such that vi = p"xi,a, gapp"pp'=l, ct, |8 = 1, 2, and vi are real and

single-valued functions of W of class 1. It will be denoted by v or p

at appropriate places.

Let C: W = ua(s) be an analytic curve on S, where 5 is its arc length.

The normal component of the derived vector of v along C is called the

normal curvature vector of v along C, whose magnitude is the normal

curvature of v along C. An asymptotic line of v on S is defined as a

curve along which the normal curvature of v is zero, and a curve of v
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on 5 is defined as a curve to which the vectors v are tangent. They can

be represented respectively by the following equations:

(2.1) da9padu» = 0,        tcepodul* = 0.

It is found that the asymptotic lines of v form a conjugate net with

the curves of v and form an orthogonal net with the lines of curvature

of v, which are curves on S with principal direction of v at each and

every point—a direction with respect to which the normal curvature

of v has extreme value [2, pp. 956-958].

The orthogonal trajectories of the curves of v form a family of

curves on 5 defined by

(2.2) gafp'duf = 0.

For simplicity, they will be called the orthogonal trajectories of v. The

reciprocal of the associate curvature of v at a point P along a curve

C is called the radius of associate curvature of v at P along C and is

denoted by vr„. The point which lies on the straight line through P

in the direction of v at P and which is at a distance — vra cos 6 from

P, where 8 is the angle at P between C and the orthogonal trajectory

of v, is called the orthocenter of associate curvature of v at P along C.

The negative sign and the term "ortho" are used in the above defini-

tion because of the fact that the associate curvature of a unit normal

to v at P along C is the negative of that of v at P along C [l, p. 199].

We shall need

Theorem 2.1. The center of geodesic curvature at a point of an

orthogonal trajectory of a family of geodesies on a surface is coincident

with the orthocenter at the point of the field of unit tangent vectors to the

geodesies along the asymptotic line of the field.

The proof is as follows. Let u2 = const, be a family of geodesies on S.

Then it is necessary and sufficient that r2n = 0 [l, p. 172]. Take these

geodesies as curves of a unit vector field v. Consequently, we have

(2.3) p1 = l/(giiY'2,       p2 = 0.

Let ra1 = const. be the asymptotic lines of v. Then di2 = 0. From (2.1)

and (2.2), the asymptotic directions of v and the directions of the

orthogonal trajectories of v are found to be

du^ds = 0,        du2/ds = - l/(g22)m    and

(2.4) du1 _      gi2 du2 _     -gn

~&~ = (gug)1"' ~ds~ " (gag)1'2'

respectively.
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Let „k„ be the associate curvature of v along the asymptotic line

of v at a point P. Then we have

r212 vKogll

(giign)lli =  (gngY1* '

which gives

„   ,. gn(g22Y'2
(2.5) vra = -•

gl/2p212

Let d be the angle at P between the orthogonal trajectory of v and

the asymptotic line of v. Then from (2.4) we have

cos e = gll2/(gng22Y12

which together with (2.5) gives

(2.6) - ,rflcos0 = - (ju)I/,/T1u.

Let Ka be the geodesic curvature of the orthogonal trajectory of v at

P. By (2.3) and (2.4) we find

p2 1 ~Su    = _ -gn

"'(gn)m   (gng)lli '        K°\gugY12

which gives from (2.6)

1
ra = — = — vra cos 8.

Thus Theorem 2.1 is established.

It is evident that the curves of a vector field form a family of geo-

desies on 5 if and only if the curves of the field coincide with the

indicatrices of the field, which are curves on .S relative to which the

vectors of the field are parallel in the sense of Levi-Civita. It is also

clear from Theorem 2.1 that the orthocenter at a point of a vector field

along the asymptotic line of the field is a suitable generalization of the

center of geodesic curvature at the point of the orthogonal trajectory

of a family of geodesies on a surface [l, p. 275].

3. Complementary surface. A field of vectors on a surface S, whose

directions at each and every point of S constitute a family of asymp-

totic directions of S, is called an asymptotic vector field, or an asymp-

totic field, of 5. A vector field v is an asymptotic field if and only if the

family of asymptotic lines of v and the family of curves of v are identi-

cal. Hence, the two families of developable surfaces of an asymptotic
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field on S are not distinct and the surface 5 itself is the locus of their

edges of regression. Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed in the

following discussion that v is not an asymptotic field.

Let P(x*) defined by

x* = x* + ppadx'/du"

be any point of the edge of regression of a developable surface of the

family of developable surfaces of v, which corresponds to P(x*) of the

related asymptotic line of v. Then dx*/ds are proportional to padxi/dua

and we have

dxi d /      dx*\ dx1 dp dxi
(3.1) -T + PT\paTl) + paV~aT = hpaYZ-

ds ds \      du"/ du" ds du"

Multiplying (3.1) by p0dx*/dufi and summing up i, we obtain

du"     dp
(3.2) gafpn        +      -ht

ds       ds

since

dx*      dx* du" __^      dx*   d /      dx\— =-,       22 p"—■— [p*—1 = 0,
ds       du"   ds i       du* ds\      6V/

^ /      dx\ /      dx\

Substituting (3.2) into (3.1) and simplifying, we obtain

dx* d /      dx\ dut      dx*
(3.3) ~ +P—\P" T-) = g«fipa—p■<—-■

ds ds \      du"/ ds       duy

Multiplying (3.3) by dx*/ds, summing over *', noting that vk = vks

since „Kn = 0, and simplifying, we have

(3.4) p = - vrg cos 9, (0 9* w/2).

Hence the coordinates of P on the edge of regression are given by

dx*
(3.5) x'= x'— vr„-cos6-p"-

du"

which represent exactly the orthocenter of v along the asymptotic

line of v at P.

Equations (3.5) represent the edge of regression when P(x*)

moves on an asymptotic line of v, that is, when x' = xl'(s), where 5 is

its arc length; (3.5) represent a surface 5 when the above asymptotic
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line of v assumes all positions of the family of asymptotic lines of v,

that is, when xi = x<(ul, u2). Thus 5 is formed by the edges of regres-

sion of the family of developable surfaces of v. Following Bianchi we

call H> the surface complementary to S for the vector field v. Hence we

have

Theorem 3.1. A complementary surface of a surface S for a vector

field is the locus of the orthocenters of the vector field along the asymptotic

lines of the vector field on S which determines the complementary surface.

When the family of curves of a vector field is a family of geodesies

on S, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 show immediately that the

complementary surface of S for a vector field reduces to Bianchi's

complementary surface of 5 for a geodesic family. From this point

of view complementary surfaces for a vector field are generalizations

of Bianchi's complementary surfaces for a geodesic family.

We know from (3.4) that p is undefined when „k„ = 0. Since 5 is

assumed to be nondevelopable, this happens if and only if the family

of asymptotic lines of v is identical with the family of indicatrices of v

[2, p. 962 ]l We also note from (3.4) that p = 0 if and only if „r„ = 0.

This case implies „«„=„« = <», which is excluded by the assumption

that v' are functions of class 1. Hence, we have

Theorem 3.2. The complementary surface of a surface for a vector

field is undefined if and only if the family of asymptotic lines of the field is

identical with the family of indicatrices of the field. A surface is self-

complementary for a vector field if and only if the field is an asymptotic

field of the surface.

Since the straight lines on v along a curve of v form a developable

surface with the curve of v as edge of regression, it is obvious that

any surface is self-complementary for any vector field along a curve of the

field.
The complementary surface 5 of 5 for a vector field v is degenerate

if and only if ft in (3.1) is zero. From (3.2) we have

sin 6 + dp/ds = 0,

that is,

(3.6) p = —  I sin 8ds.

'The author takes this opportunity to correct some errors in the paper [2]:

p. 962, line 18, for \k = 0" read ",fe-,K„ = 0"; p. 962, line 9, add "„ic„ = 0 if and only if
C is an asymptotic line of the field;" p. 966, line 3, for "in Kn." read "in Vn is the ab-

solute curvature in Vm of the field with respect to the indicatrix of the field in V,."
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Hence, by Theorem 2.1 and equation (3.6), we obtain

Theorem 3.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that the comple-

mentary surface of a surface for a vector field be degenerate is that the

orthogonal trajectories of the field are curves with radius of geodesic curva-

ture equal to —f sin dds.

Let v be a principal field of S, which is a field of vectors whose direc-

tions at each and every point of S constitute a family of principal

directions of S. Then the other family of lines of curvature of S be-

comes the family of asymptotic lines of v on 5 [2, p. 958]. Conse-

quently, sin 6 = 0. Hence, if the complementary surface of 5 for a

principal field is degenerate, the family of lines of curvature of 5 dis-

tinct from the field consists of curves of constant geodesic curvature.

Conversely, if a family of lines of curvature of 5 consists of curves of

constant geodesic curvature different from zero, the complementary

surface of 5 for the other family of lines of curvature of S is de-

generate. Hence we have

Theorem 3.4. A necessary and sufficient condition that the tangents to

a family of lines of curvature of S at points of a curve of the other family

of lines of curvature of S form a cone is that the latter family consists

of curves of constant geodesic curvature different from zero.

For example, the meridians and parallels of a surface of revolution

form two families of lines of curvature of the surface. It is evident

geometrically that the tangents to the meridians at points of a

parallel form a cone. Hence, by Theorem 3.4, the parallels on a sur-

face of revolution are curves of constant geodesic curvature. This re-

sult can be verified analytically and is an established fact [l, p. 192,

Ex. 1].

On a developable surface, the lines of curvature are its generators

and their orthogonal trajectories. The tangents to one family of lines

of curvature at points of a curve of the other family of lines of curva-

ture form either a plane or the developable surface itself.

4. Reciprocal relation. Consider a curve on a surface and the tan-

gent planes to the surface at points of the curve. The envelope of this

one-parameter family of tangent planes is a developable surface.

Through each point of the curve there passes a generator of the de-

velopable surface. The direction of the generator and that of the

tangent to the curve at the point are conjugate. If the family of

asymptotic lines of a vector field is taken as the family of curves of

another vector field, then the family of curves of the first vector field
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is the family of asymptotic lines of the second vector field. Hence, by

Theorem 3.1, we have

Theorem 4.1. The tangents to one family of curves of a conjugate net

of curves on a surface at points of a curve of the other family form a de-

velopable surface. The edge of regression of the developable surface is the

locus of orthocenters of associate curvature of the former family at points

of that curve of the latter family.

Let S, the complementary surface of 5 for a vector field v, be proper

and distinct from 5. Let 8 be the family of curves of v on S and 21,

the family of asymptotic lines of v on S. Let 8 denote the edges of

regression of the family of developable surfaces D of v, which form a

family of curves on S. Let 21 be a family of curves which together

with 8 forms a conjugate net on 5. It is clear from definition that one

developable surface in D, say D\, is associated with one asymptotic

line of v in 21, say 2li, and with one edge of regression in 8, say 8i-

Di is the envelope of the tangent planes to 5 at points of 2li, which

in turn are osculating planes of 8i on S. The generators of Di are

common tangents of S and S, whose points of contact P and P,

which lie on 2li and 8i respectively, are corresponding points on 5

and 5. Since the tangents to a curve in 8 are tangent to S, the de-

velopable surface generated by them is an envelope of a family of

tangent planes to 5 at points P of a curve in 21. This developable sur-

face evidently belongs to that family of developable surfaces of v

which are formed by straight lines on v along the curves of v on S.

Since 8 on S is determined by the vector field v on S, we may call

8 the family of curves of v on 5. Consequently S is the comple-

mentary surface of S for v. Hence, we have

Theorem 4.2. Complementary relation between two surfaces S and S

for a vector field is reciprocal. The osculating planes of the family of

curves of the vector field on one surface are tangent to the other surface

along the family of asymptotic lines of the vector field. The orthocenters of

associate curvature of the family of curves of v on S and of the family of

curves of v on S are corresponding points on S and S respectively, cor-

responding points being the points of tangency of a common tangent to

the two surfaces.

The second part of the above theorem is a generalization of a

theorem of Beltrami [l, p. 275].

Viewed from the enveloping space, the curves in 8 on S can be

represented by dxi/ds=p"dxi/dua, from which we obtain
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d2x* dx*
= P",yPy — + d,ypfipyX<

ds2 du"

where X* are the components of unit normal to S. Define a unit vector

X* such that

dx*
(4.1) kK* = p',rpy — + df,ypf>pyx*

du"

where k is the absolute curvature of the curves on 8 of 5 in the

enveloping space. Then the curves in 8 on 5 are union curves cor-

responding to a congruence of unit vectors which can be represented

either by X' defined in (4.1) or by any linear combination mh*+nv*

with m9*0. Since there are advantages to using vectors orthogonal to

v*, we prefer and assume the congruence of such unit vectors as X'

for expressing the curves in 8 as union curves on S. When 8 consists

of a family of geodesies on S, we have pa,ypy = 0 and the X' become

identical with X* as is expected. Thus the curves of v on S constitute

a family of union curves on S relative to the congruence \* in the envelop-

ing space.

Let F be a surface. Let a straight line in the enveloping space be

associated with each point of F such that the direction cosines of the

straight line, which is not tangent to F, and their first partial deriva-

tives are continuous. There is a congruence of straight lines' like this

associated with F. C. E. Springer found that the developables of the

congruence intersect F in a net of curves called the intersector net

[3, p. 992]. Consequently we have

Theorem 4.3. The edges of regression of the developables of a con-

gruence in space associated with a surface F along one family of the

intersector net are union curves on the surface S which is the locus of these

edges. The developables of the congruence along the other family of the

intersector net envelope this surface S along the asymptotic lines of the

vector field whose curves are identical with the union curves.
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